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In Coggin's debut collection of poetry, the Heart is the lens through which she leads us in words. Every line
is infused with beauty and light and a yearning that is inescapable, palpable. Her voice is precise and
piercing, like a song you hum without knowing, because it is already inside you. Her poems carry the
fluttering soul, with vivid imagery that is tangible and evocative. PERISCOPE HEART is the sound of wings
opening.

 

"I first met Kai Coggin as a blazing fire of energy, a supernova educator in the Houston high schools. Now
she is on her light path teaching through her own poetry. Her words are spells, chants, prayers, invocations.
Thank you, Kai, for work of the spirit, for illuminations like desert thunder and a night sky of benedictions.”

- Sandra Cisneros author of House on Mango Street

 

"Kai Coggin’s first full-length collection, Periscope Heart - as the title may suggest - overflows with intimate
reflections on life and love that offer the reader heartfelt observations into places ordinarily beyond our range
of vision. Through sensual chronicles that beautifully illuminate taboo subjects, Coggin’s poetry draws from
nature and personal narratives to intimate us with her passion for justice, social change and spirituality, in
dynamic, seductive strokes.”

- Catherine Ghosh Editor of Journey of the Heart: An Anthology of Spiritual Poetry by Women

 

“Kai Coggin’s Periscope Heart is beauty mapping the dark, a canyon of becoming and letting go. It is a
compass to a place where desire is no different than already-full. It beckons and peels open what is fierce in
our softness. This book unleashes possibility, celebrates the wild and untethered, while slowing everything
down to the heart’s pace.”

- Andrea Gibson Spoken Word Artist and Author of The Madness Vase, Winner of 2008 Women of the
World Poetry Slam

 

Periscope Heart is the first full length collection of poetry from Kai Coggin published by Swimming with
Elephants Publications, LLC.
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From reader reviews:

Ettie Hardcastle:

Now a day people who Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not involve people to be aware of each information they get. How many
people to be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book.
Looking at a book can help individuals out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Periscope Heart
book since this book offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred per-
cent guarantees there is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Cheryl Kirkland:

It is possible to spend your free time you just read this book this reserve. This Periscope Heart is simple
bringing you can read it in the park, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not have much space to
bring the particular printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You
can save typically the book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when
you buy this book.

Harold Bunch:

Is it anyone who having spare time then spend it whole day simply by watching television programs or just
telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Periscope Heart can be the response, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this new
era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Jay Klein:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our understanding for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we want. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every year ended up
being exactly added. This book Periscope Heart was filled with regards to science. Spend your spare time to
add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has different feel when they reading a
book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a publication. In the modern era
like right now, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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